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Introduction
Converging evidence from behavioral, imaging, and postmortem studies on human and non-human primates have demonstrated dramatic structural and functional brain changes during development from infancy to adulthood that extend till the third decade of life (Huttenlocher and Dabholkar 1997; Giedd et al. 1999; Sowell et al. 2003; Casey et al. 2010; Lebel and Beaulieu 2011; Petanjek et al. 2011) . Longitudinal magnetic resonance (MR) scans of typically developing children and adolescents have demonstrated increasing white matter (WM) volumes and inverted U-shaped trajectories of gray matter (GM) volumes with increasing age (Giedd et al. 1999; Gogtay et al. 2004 ). This process of structural brain maturation extends beyond adolescence to adulthood, as evident from human imaging studies (Sowell et al. 2003; Lebel and Beaulieu 2011) and circuitry reorganization in post-mortem tissue (Petanjek et al. 2011) .
Several recent studies have postulated that the measurable enhancement of cognitive skills occurring with typical development may be the result of a process of fine-tuning of brain structure and function, which may underlie brain changes as described above. A fine-tuning may involve progression from an immature and less organized brain in early life toward a mature organizational structure during development (Changeux and Danchin 1976; Casey et al. 1997; Brown et al. 2005; Durston et al. 2006) . A process of fine-tuning is supported by post-mortem studies on humans and nonhuman primates as well as imaging studies (Giedd et al. 1999; Paus 2005; Kuhn 2006; Fair et al. 2008 Fair et al. , 2009 Dosenbach et al. 2010; Tamnes et al. 2010) . A synaptic fine-tuning process was first proposed by Changeux and Danchin (1976) as a mechanism of synaptic stabilization during development. The basic assumption of this hypothesis was that though connections were genetically programmed, neuronal activity determined the final wiring pattern by refining those connections through synaptic elimination. Structural and functional imaging studies have also suggested circuitry reorganization during development. Structural imaging studies have indicated GM loss occurring earliest at lower order primary sensorimotor areas and later in higher order association areas in typical development, suggesting a progressive refinement of neural connections through ongoing neural regressive events (such as pruning and elimination; Paus 2005; Kuhn 2006 ). During the same developmental time period, there is increasing WM volume, presumably reflecting ongoing myelination of axons by oligodendrocytes that would contribute to enhanced conduction (Giedd et al. 1999; Tamnes et al. 2010) . Consistent with structural imaging findings, functional MR imaging (fMRI) studies have shown weakening of short-range and strengthening of long-range functional connections during development that contribute to brain maturity (Fair et al. 2008 (Fair et al. , 2009 Dosenbach et al. 2010) . Therefore, collectively, current evidence indicates that structural and functional changes observed with typical brain development may reflect a process of fine-tuning that supports enhanced cognitive function with increased brain maturation (Amso and Casey 2006) .
Up to now, evidence from structural imaging studies for the fine-tuning hypothesis of brain development has been based on examining structure at the regional level, though recent evidence also implicates the presence of structural changes occurring at the global (large-scale) level during maturation (Zielinski et al. 2010; Raznahan et al. 2011) . As yet, large-scale analysis of structural brain networks that would provide us with an improved conceptual understanding of developmental fine-tuning has not been undertaken.
Graph-theoretic tools are ideal for such an analysis as they have been extensively used for investigating large-scale brain networks in healthy and diseased populations (Bullmore and Sporns 2009; He and Evans 2010) . The principal goal of this study was therefore to assess the maturational changes in the organization of structural brain networks using graph theory as well as inter-regional connectivity analyses. We hypothesized that graph theory metrics would support a process of fine-tuning in typical structural brain development. Specifically, we predicted that structural brain networks inferred from cortical thickness, a measure of GM, would show age-related developmental trajectories consistent with previous regionally based analyses, whereby lower order primary sensorimotor networks would show maturation by early childhood, while higher order association areas and their corresponding pathways subserving higher cognitive abilities would show the most protracted maturation.
Materials and Methods

Subject Sampling and Recruitment
Data were obtained from the Pediatric MRI Data Repository (database release 2.0) created for the NIH MRI Study of Normal Brain Development. Details are available in Evans (2006) . Single scans of 203 subjects were used for the study; the demographics of the subjects are given in Table 1 .
Cortical Thickness Measurements
Using a 9-parameter linear transformation (Collins et al. 1995) , native MRI images were corrected for non-uniformity artifacts using the N3 algorithm (Sled et al. 1998 ) and registered into stereotaxic space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) . Using an advanced neural net classifier (Zijdenbos et al. 2002) , the registered and corrected images were further segmented into GM, WM, cerebrospinal fluid, and background. From each MR volume, the inner and outer GM surfaces were then automatically extracted using the Constrained Laplacianbased Automated Segmentation with Proximities (CLASP) algorithm (MacDonald et al. 2000; Kim et al. 2005) . Cortical thickness was then measured in native space using the linked distance between the 2 surfaces at 81 924 vertices throughout the cortex . Validation of the CLASP cortical thickness algorithm has been done using both manual measurements (Kabani et al. 2001 ) and simulation approaches Lee et al. 2006) .
Cortical Parcellations
We used the automatic anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas that is widely used for brain parcellation (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) . Since our analysis is based upon a cortical surface model, we have included only those 78 AAL regions that are defined for the neocortex. Cortical thickness for each brain region was calculated as the average thickness of all vertices in that region (He et al. 2007 ).
Construction of Structural Cortical Networks
Network Edges
Since our structural brain networks are constructed on the basis of cortical thickness covariance in a "group" of subjects (see below), we divided our population sample into 4 age groups (early childhood: Group-I: n = 51, age = 4.8-8.4 years; late childhood: Group-II: n = 51, age = 8.5-11.3 years; early adolescence: Group-III: n = 51, age = 11.4-14.7 years; late adolescence: Group-IV: n = 50, age = 14.8-18.3 years; Table 1 ).
Structural connectivity was defined as the statistical similarity between 2 brain regions, with respect to cortical thickness, a method which has been described previously (He et al. 2007) . The presence of an (undirected) edge connecting 2 regions is determined by obtaining the Pearson correlation coefficient for their respective mean cortical thicknesses, across a group of subjects. This produces a correlation matrix C ij where i, j = 1, 2, … N, here N = 78. Prior to this correlation analysis, a linear regression was performed at every region to remove the effects of age, gender, and mean regional cortical thickness. The correlation matrix for each group was thresholded into a binarized matrix B ij = [b ij ], where b ij is 1 if the absolute value of the correlation matrix C ij between regions i and j is larger than a given correlation threshold, and 0 otherwise.
Sparsity Threshold
In general, the binary graph G(N,E) is represented by the binary matrix B ij , where N is the number of nodes and E is the number of edges. The nodes and edges represent cortical regions and undirected links between them, which correspond to the nonzero elements in B ij . We denote such a graph based upon cortical thickness as G CT (N,E). As in earlier studies (He et al. 2008 ), a range of sparsity thresholds was used to characterize the topological differences between the groups of networks. Sparsity refers to the connectedness of a graph and is here defined as the total number of edges E in a graph divided by the maximum possible number of edges N (N − 1)/2. A fixed sparsity threshold (e.g. x% threshold implies x% of the topmost connections preserved) ensures that the graphs for different groups have the same number of edges (Achard and Bullmore 2007) . A range of sparsity thresholds 5% ≤ S τ ≤ 25% were used, as in earlier studies (Bassett et al. 2008 ).
Network Analysis
To investigate the global topological properties of the networks obtained for the different age-related groups, we used a number of network parameters: Global efficiency, local efficiency, and modularity. Each of these network parameters can provide insights into the global topological properties of network groups.
The global efficiency E Global of a graph G(N,E) is defined as (Latora and Marchiori 2001)
where d ij is the shortest path length between node i and node j in G. Small-world behavior for the graph G is assessed according to the following criteria:
where E Global (G regular ), E Global (G random ), E Local (G regular ), and E Local (G random ) are the global and local efficiency values of node-and degree-matched regular and random networks.
For a graph G, a module is defined as the subset of nodes that are more densely connected to each other in the same module. Given a configuration of modular organization m with n m modules, the Note: The population sample consisted of 203 subjects (one scan per subject) and was classified into 4 age groups. Since structural brain networks were constructed by calculating the inter-regional cortical thickness across subjects, we selected the same number of subjects (n = 51) for each group, except late adolescence (n = 50).
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where L is the total number of edges of G, l s is the total number of edges in module s and d s is the sum of the degrees of the nodes in module s.
To have a summary metric and a comparative measure that can be used for all the networks groups, we used the normalized integrals of the network parameters, specifically:
where a and b are the lower and upper limits of sparsity (here, a = 5 and b = 25). In addition to the E Global , E Local , and Q parameters, we also derived metrics for the intra-and inter-modular connectivity. A fast modularity algorithm (Clauset et al. 2004 ) was used to find the optimal configuration of modules, after which the intra-modular and inter-modular connectivity patterns can be computed using the normalized intramodular degree, which determines how densely a node i connects to other nodes in the same module, and the participation index P(i), which determines how densely a node i connects to nodes in other modules (Guimera et al. 2005) . These parameters are defined as:
where k ni is the number of edges connecting the ith node to other nodes in its module, referred to as intra-modular node degree; k n and O kn are the mean and standard variance of intra-modular node degrees of all nodes in the nth module; k si is the number of edges connecting the ith node to module s i , andÊðiÞ is the number of edges that connect node i to all other nodes. Nodes with z(i) > 2.5 are classified as modular hubs and are otherwise classified as non-hubs. The nodes with P(i) > 0.62 are classified as connector hubs (Guimera et al. 2005) .
Statistical Analysis
The effect of age on cortical thickness was analyzed for the whole population using a vertex-wise general linear model in which age and gender were taken into account. T-statistic was used to test the main effect of age on cortical thickness correcting for gender using SurfStat (http://www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/surfstat/). Random field theory was used for correction of multiple comparisons of the vertex data (Taylor and Worsley 2007) .
For group comparison of network parameters, we generated 1000 bootstrap samples (with replacement) from each age group (Efron and Tibshirani 1993) and computed a thickness correlation matrix for each sample. Global efficiency, local efficiency, and modularity were computed from the correlation matrix of each bootstrap sample, over a range of sparsity thresholds (5% ≤ S τ ≤ 25%) and their summary metrics, hereafter, denoted as
with a = 5, b = 25, then used to compare the age groups. The distributions of the 1000 summary graph metrics were checked for normality and a false discovery rate (FDR) correction (q = 0.05) for the 4 age groups was first done (Genovese et al. 2002) . Then Student's t-test (for normal distribution) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for nonnormal distribution) were used to examine the significant difference of a summary graph metric between 2 groups.
Analysis of Significant Correlations
An FDR of q = 0.05 was applied to all correlation matrices and then the significant correlations for all age groups were computed. The number of significant correlations for each of the correlation matrix corresponding to the bootstrap samples was counted, and the distribution was used for statistical comparisons. We also computed the ratio of the number of significant positive correlations to the number of significant negative correlations. A positive correlation between 2 cortical regions indicates both cortical regions to either get thicker or thinner together; while a negative correlation indicates one cortical region to get thicker and the other to get thinner.
Analysis of Interregional Topological Properties and Structural Connectivity
To investigate the interregional changes in topological properties and connectivity, we used the functional brain divisions described by Mesulam (1998) . The 78 brain regions were grouped into 3 major divisions: Association, paralimbic, and primary sensorimotor. Association division consisted of 46 brain regions, paralimbic had 24, and primary sensorimotor had 8 brain regions (Supplementary Table S1 ). First, we calculated the regional efficiency for the specified sparsity range for each brain region (5-25%) from which we computed the summary metric of regional efficiency,
Next, we combined the summary metrics for all the brain regions that belong to a major division and, the mean and standard error were calculated. Group comparisons were then made for each of the 4 major divisions across age groups using one-way ANOVA for normal distributions (Kruskal-Wallis for non-normal distributions), and significant difference between 2 groups was checked using Student's t-test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for non-normal distributions) after doing an FDR correction for the 4 age groups. We investigated the developmental changes in interregional connectivity for the 3 major brain divisions. We refer to connectivity changes as the change in interregional correlations in mean cortical thickness for the brain divisions. For 2 age groups (early and late childhood), the correlation coefficients were first z-transformed, and interregional pairs belonging to 2 brain divisions ( primary sensorimotor and association) were compared for significant difference in correlation (Liang et al. 2006; Supekar et al. 2009 ). If there was a significant decrease in correlation for an inter-regional pair, one −1 was counted; if there was a significant increase, one +1 was counted. This step was done for all the possible inter-regional pairs. The sum total of counts (increased and decreased counts) was normalized by the number of possible interregional pairs for the 2 major brain divisions under study.
Results
Cortical Thickness Analysis at Vertex-Wise Level
The effect of age on cortical thickness is shown in Figure 1 , as t-values on the average cortical surface model of the whole sample. The most significant age-related cortical thinning with age is observed in parietal and frontal regions, while cortical thickening is seen in temporal regions, consistent with earlier studies (Sowell et al. 2003 (Sowell et al. , 2004 Gogtay et al. 2004; Shaw et al. 2008 ).
Interregional Correlations of Cortical Thickness and Development
Correlation matrices were calculated for each age group, based upon mean cortical thickness values from 78 anatomical regions (Fig. 2A) . The correlation matrices CM-I, CM-II, Figure 1 . Effect of age on cortical thickness. (A) Analysis of the effect of age on cortical thickness for the whole population (n = 203) using a vertex-wise general linear model in which age and gender were taken into account. T-statistic was used to test the main effect of age on cortical thickness. (B) Correction of multiple comparisons of the vertex data using random field theory. CM-III, and CM-IV refer to that of early childhood, late childhood, early adolescence, and late adolescence, respectively. The correlation patterns exhibited several common features between age groups. High correlations were observed between contralateral homologous regions and neighboring ipsilateral regions (Supplementary Table S2A -D), consistent with earlier reported studies (Mechelli et al. 2005; He et al. 2007) . Figure 2B shows the significant correlations for each age group after correction for multiple comparisons (FDR at q = 0.05). A notable decrease in the number of significant correlations, specifically in the number of significantly negative correlations, can be observed in the matrix CM-II corresponding to the late childhood (8.4-11.3 years). Using 1000 bootstrap samples of the age groups, the number of significant correlations was compared to confirm the above qualitative finding. A significant decrease (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) in the number of significant correlations were observed for the late childhood group (Fig. 2C) , indicating that the strength of correlations is much less in this age group. More specifically, the ratio of the number of significantly positive to negative correlations is higher (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) in late childhood compared with the other age groups (Fig. 2D) , suggesting that there is a major reduction in the number of negative correlations during this age range.
Small-World Efficient Brain Networks
The small-world efficient behavior of all the real networks was analyzed by global and local efficiency for a range of sparsity values. They were compared with the corresponding degree-matched random and regular networks for the same range of sparsity values. All the networks derived in this study showed small-world efficiency in the sparsity range of 5-25%, as assessed by the criteria explained given in the section Materials and Methods (Fig. 3A) .
Global Topological Properties and Age-Related Development The summary metrics of global network topological properties (namely, global efficiency, local efficiency, and modularity) showed considerable changes with increasing age, indicating developmental changes in the networks (Fig. 3B ). There was a significant decrease with age in integrated local efficiency (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) and a significant increase in integrated global efficiency (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) from early to late childhood. We also found that the integrated local efficiency increased significantly (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) and integrated global efficiency decreased significantly (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) from late childhood to early adolescence, and to late adolescence. There was no significant difference in the integrated global and local efficiency Statistical comparisons of the graph metrics namely, integrated global efficiency, integrated local efficiency, and integrated modularity for sparsity range (5-25%) using 1000 bootstrap samples. The distributions of the 1000 summary graph metrics were checked for normality, and Student's t-test (for normal distribution) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for non-normal distribution) were used to examine the significant difference of a summary graph metric between the 2 groups.
between early and late adolescence (P = 0.35 and 0.41, respectively). The integrated modularity showed a similar developmental trajectory to that of local efficiency. The late childhood group showed significantly lower (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) modularity than that of the other age groups.
Regional Differences in Network Topology with Development
To investigate the functional relevance of our observed network changes, we partitioned the AAL parcellation into 3 major subdivisions ( primary sensorimotor, paralimbic, and association) as defined in Mesulam (1998) . The mean integrated regional efficiency values for each of the subdivision and each age group are shown in Figure 4 .
In the primary sensorimotor division, the efficiency values are significantly higher (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) in early and late childhood when compared with later age groups. There was no significant difference in the efficiency values in the later age groups. For the paralimbic division, there was a significant increase in efficiency (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) from early to late childhood. There was also a significant increase in efficiency (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) in the association division from early to late childhood. Taken together, primary sensorimotor regions showed higher values of regional efficiency in early childhood which decrease with development, while the paralimbic and association regions displayed a general pattern of increasing regional efficiency during development.
Developmental Changes in Regional and Inter-regional Structural Connectivity
The age-related connectivity changes within and between the 3 major subdivisions were assessed by determining the change in correlation coefficients across age groups (Fig. 5) . Primary sensorimotor regions were already well-connected with paralimbic regions by early age of development (early childhood), and this connectivity was decreased in late childhood (P < 0.01, FDR corrected; Fig. 5A ). There was an increase from early to late childhood in connectivity within both paralimbic and association regions, as well as an increase between paralimbic and association regions (P < 0.01, FDR corrected; Fig. 5B ). Similar increases in connectivity were observed within paralimbic and association regions, and between paralimbic and association regions, in the later ages of development (early and late adolescence; Fig. 5C,D) . The age-related changes in inter-regional connectivity are shown on a 2-dimensional brain layout (Fig. 5) .
Connector Hubs and Age-Related Development
The localization and distribution of connector hubs in the different age groups (at sparsity = 13%) are shown in Figure 6B and Table 2 . Eleven connector hubs were identified in the early childhood groups (Table 2A ) that include bilateral superior temporal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, middle occipital gyrus, cuneus and few frontal regions, rolandic operculum, rectus gyrus, and olfactory cortex. There was an increase in the number of connector hubs from early to late childhood (Table 2B ; Fig. 6A for statistical comparisons) ; 21 hubs were identified across the entire cortex. The extensive distribution of connector hubs was also found in early adolescence, albeit with lesser cingulate regions and emergence of prefrontal regions; most prominently, bilateral dorso-lateral superior frontal gyri (Table 2C ). In the late adolescence group, connector hubs are again reduced (15 in total), and localized, to multi-modal association areas; namely, bilateral medial superior frontal gyri, bilateral dorso-lateral superior frontal gyri, right orbital frontal, bilateral superior parietal gyri, bilateral cuneus, and lingual gyrus (Table 2D) .
Discussion
In the present study, graph theory was applied to cortical thickness measurements from structural MRI to investigate global topological properties of structural brain maturation in a large population of typically developing children within 4 developmental age groups. Our work reveals: 1) Changes in inter-regional correlation with age, including prominent decreases in negative correlations in late childhood, 2) changes in topological properties of brain networks in late childhood, such as reduced local efficiency, modularity, and increased global efficiency indicating a shift of topological organization toward a more random configuration, 3) variation in the distribution of connector hubs during development, and 4) evolution of connectivity patterns whereby early connectivity is focused on sensorimotor areas, followed by greater connectivity in association with the areas in later development. Taken together, these findings indicate significant developmental changes in organization occurring at the large-scale structural Figure 4 . Regional efficiency of brain divisions. The integrated regional efficiencies of all cortical regions belonging to a functional brain division are aggregated and the same is used as a metric to compare between age groups. The standard error is represented by the bar and P-values were calculated using Student's t-test.
Cerebral Cortex September 2013, V 23 N 9 2077 Figure 5 . Developmental to in inter-regional connectivity. (A) Changes in connectivity from early to late childhood are computed by comparing the mean correlation of cortical regions belonging 2 brain divisions (for details, see Materials and Methods). Decreased connectivity is observed between primary sensorimotor and paralimbic regions and visualized on a 2D brain layout. (B) Increased connectivity is observed between association and paralimbic, and within association, paralimbic regions from early to late childhood. (C) From late childhood to early adolescence, increased connectivity is observed between association and paralimbic, and within paralimbic and association regions. (D) From early to late adolescence, increased connectivity is observed between association and paralimbic, and within paralimbic, and association regions. brain network level that is consistent with a process of finetuning of immature brain system into a mature one.
Inter-regional Correlations
Our work highlights prominent changes in inter-regional correlations with development. Earlier studies have shown that interregional correlations in cortical thickness are associated with neuroanatomical pathways in the human brain He et al. 2007 ). Though the exact neurobiological processes behind coordinated interregional variation are not known, it has been attributed to mutually tropic effects or environment-related plasticity (Andrews et al. 1997; Mechelli et al. 2005; Bohbot et al. 2007 ). Similarly, negative correlations are believed to arise from weakened interregional inhibitory relationships among cortical regions (Mechelli et al. 2005; He et al. 2007 ). Comparison of the inter-regional correlations in cortical thickness for our 4 age groups revealed a reduction in the number of significant correlations in the late childhood group, specifically, a major decrease in the number of significantly negative correlations. Interestingly, significant negative correlations emerge again in early and late adolescence age groups. Earlier studies have shown that most cortical regions attain peak cortical thickness around this late childhood period (Gogtay et al. 2004; Shaw et al. 2008) . Since most cortical regions grow together toward peak thickness, one can speculate that the negative correlations would be predominantly weaker during this age range. The observed reduction in interregional negative correlations in late childhood might also arise from weakened inhibitory influences. small-world efficiency in several disease conditions (Bassett et al. 2008; He et al. 2008 ) and aging Wu et al. 2012 ) have also been shown. Graph-theoretic studies of development have mainly focused on functional brain networks (Fair et al. 2008 (Fair et al. , 2009 Supekar et al. 2009 ; for a detail review, see Power et al. 2010) , with very few studies on anatomical networks (Hagmann et al. 2010; Fan et al. 2011) . One of the several conclusions that can be drawn from these studies is that the graph structures of anatomical and functional networks for children and adults, consistently showed small-world efficient behavior with high global and local efficiency and modular organization. Our results using cortical thickness also showed small-world behavior for all age groups suggesting an efficient organization of brain from early development; and are consistent with the small-world behavior seen in the previous anatomical and functional network studies during development.
Global Topological Properties
The functional network studies have consistently shown no statistical difference in global topological properties between children and adults (Fair et al. 2008 (Fair et al. , 2009 Supekar et al. 2009 ), while graph-theoretic studies using gray matter volume (Fan et al. 2011 ) and diffusion MRI tractography (Hagmann et al. 2010 ) have shown age-dependent changes in the global topological properties. Our results of global topological properties showed a non-linear age-dependent developmental trajectory of the global topological properties, with significantly decreased local efficiency and modularity and increased global efficiency found in the late childhood group. The inconsistency in the developmental trajectory of topological properties might be explained as follows. First, the findings from functional studies must be interpreted cautiously as most of these functional studies have been done with limited ages and also with few regions of interest (ROIs) limited to select brain regions (Fair et al. 2008 (Fair et al. , 2009 ). Also, extensive statistical comparisons in global topological properties have not been done in these functional studies, thus detailed investigations into the differences in topological properties are not available (for a detail review, see Power et al. 2010) . Another speculation for the different developmental trajectories of global topological properties is that these graph theoretic studies on development are from different imaging modalities that capture different tissue types and brain structures.
Global efficiency mainly reflects long-range connections that enable rapid information transfer between remote brain regions and are believed to form the integrative basis of many cognitive processes. In contrast, local efficiency predominantly reflects short-range connections between neighboring brain regions that facilitate localized information-processing (Latora and Marchiori 2001) . Our findings of increased global efficiency and decreased local efficiency in late childhood indicate that structural brain networks may take on a more random configuration during this developmental period, whereas increased local efficiency and decreased global efficiency in adolescence may point to a return to a more optimal configuration with further development.
Distribution of Connector Hubs
We found changes in the location of structural connector hubs between age groups that correspond to regions that subserve major cognitive developmental milestones. The early and late childhood ages between 5 and 11 years are times of major advances in cognitive and language development (Friederici 2006) . It is within these age groups that we found prominent hubs in the language-related temporal, parietal, and inferior frontal regions (Price 2010) . These hubs are less pronounced in our early adolescent group and almost disappear in the late adolescent group. At the same time, large hubs appear in the frontal lobes in the early adolescent group (i.e. during the time of puberty) and remain prominent in late adolescence. An impact of puberty on frontal lobe development is implicated from studies on monkey and also human brain development, with respect to syntaptogenesis (Huttenlocher 1979; Bourgeois et al. 1994) , GM and WM changes (Giedd et al. 1999) . These processes of restructuring in the pubertal brain are argued to be driven by hormonal changes (Sisk and Foster 2004; Sisk and Zehr 2005; Schulz et al. 2009 ) and to carry functional consequences on higher order brain functions such as executive functions and social cognition (Blakemore and Choudhury 2006; Blakemore et al. 2010) . It may be mentioned here that recent studies have indicated changes in dopaminergic innervation to have more influence on circuitry development during adolescence (Rosenberg and Lewis 1995; Weickert et al. 2007; Wahlstrom et al. 2010) . Interestingly, this evolving localization of connector hubs between childhood and adolescence also compliments well-known models of cognitive development, such as that outlined by Piaget (1999) . The dominance of connector hubs within language regions during childhood age groups is consistent with Piaget's preoperational stage of cognitive development (between ages 2-7), where children master the use of language for symbolic representation of the external world. Similarly, progression to connector hubs in frontal regions in later development corresponds well with maturation from concrete operational thinking in late childhood to formal operations in adolescence, and the acquisition of abstract reasoning.
Inter-regional Connectivity Patterns
Finally, our inter-regional connectivity analysis and graph-theoretic measure (specifically regional efficiency) demonstrate distinct developmental trajectories of different cortical divisions ( primary sensorimotor, paralimbic, and association). However, it is important to note that there is ongoing debate about the developmental trajectory of primary sensorimotor, paralimbic, and association areas. Investigations of synaptogenesis in primary sensorimotor and association areas in macaque monkey have indicated a synchronous maturation, specifically in the ascending phase of the course of synaptogenesis ). Contrary to this viewpoint is the assumption of a hierarchical sequence of structural and functional developments from sensory to motor and, finally, to association cortex, supported by several findings from human and non-human primates (Greenfield 1991; Huttenlocher and Dabholkar 1997; Travis et al. 2005; Elston et al. 2009 ). Several imaging studies, however, have shown findings that are indicative of the hierarchical sequence of maturation (Gogtay et al. 2004; Nagy et al. 2004; Paus 2005) . However, such a hierarchical sequence of cortical maturation has not yet been shown from the perspective of large-scale structural brain networks. Our study utilized whole-brain connectivity level analysis using cortical thickness measures over all cortical regions. As such, our results add to a network-level understanding of the debatable issue of differential maturation of primary sensory-motor, paralimbic, and association connectivity during development.
Our results indicating that primary sensorimotor connectivity is well-established by early childhood, but increased connectivity in association regions occurs with age, are consistent with findings from several earlier studies. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies have demonstrated increasing connectivity among higher order association areas from childhood to adolescence that have functional consequences. For example, increasing prefrontal-parietal connectivity was shown to correlate positively with working memory capacity (Nagy et al. 2004) , while increasing fronto-striatal connectivity has been correlated positively with inhibitory control (Liston et al. 2003) . Analytical methods using a combination of DTI and fMRI have also demonstrated a positive correlation between the maturation of prefrontal-parietal connectivity and performance on working memory tasks (Olesen et al. 2003) . Recent studies have also shown layer-specific dendritic development in layer IIIC pyramidal neurons in the human prefrontal cortex (specifically in Broca region) which is coincident with preoperational stage of cognitive development (Judas and Cepanec 2007; Petanjek et al. 2008) .
Methodological Issues
One limitation of our study is the grouping of subjects to obtain the correlation matrix. For each age group, the structural brain networks were determined by computing the correlations of regional cortical thickness across subjects. Because of this, the relation of topological properties and age could not be investigated on an individual level. However, graph theory has been applied to developmental fMRI (Fair et al. 2009 ) and DTI (Hagmann et al. 2010 ) studies. A combination of such multi-modal imaging techniques will provide a comprehensive understanding of the developmental changes in organization of brain networks. Another notable point is the choice of brain parcellation. The regional cortical thickness measurements and the 3 broad brain divisions ( primary sensorimotor, paralimbic, and association) were based on the AAL template in which a priori anatomical classifications were well defined. The choice of parcellation may have some effect (Wang et al. 2009 ) and the use of an alternative with higher resolution which is not constrained by anatomical landmarks is needed in future. Further, here we used cross-sectional data to infer developmental changes. Analysis of cross-sectional data might be limited with respect to detection of specific developmental changes considering the large variability in brain structure between individuals during development (Kraemer et al. 2000; Gogtay et al. 2004; Sowell et al. 2004 ).
Conclusions and Future Directions
The main finding of the paper is that during late childhood there is significant reduction in local efficiency, modularity, and increased global efficiency, suggesting a shift of topological organization toward a more random configuration. This observation of major changes in structural organization during late childhood may seem paradoxical to findings from several studies performed on post-mortem human and nonhuman primate tissues that have shown no prominent structural changes in terms of neuronal-synaptic organization during this period Huttenlocher and Dabholkar 1997; Petanjek et al. 2011) . Histological studies have shown that most of the dendritic growth and synaptogenesis occur during infancy and are completed by the beginning of childhood. Synaptic elimination in human and non-human primates has shown to start with puberty only. Thus, histological studies suggest late childhood to be a developmental stage with little reorganization in structural circuitry.
One possible explanation for the inconsistency between our finding and histological observation is that this developmental phase is a period of massive developmental synaptic fine-tuning. Changeux and Danchin (1976) first proposed the synaptic fine-tuning hypothesis as a mechanism of synaptic stabilization during development. According to this hypothesis, during the period of overproduction of synapses, neuronal activity shapes the neural network by retaining certain synapses and eliminating others. The fine-tuning hypothesis is supported by findings from several human and non-human primate studies that have shown an initial overproduction of synapses and massive pruning later on (Huttenlocher 1979; Rakic et al. 1986; Bourgeois et al. 1994; Huttenlocher and Dabholkar 1997; Petanjek et al. 2011 ). This fine-tuning precedes and determines synaptic pruning. And the most intensive fine-tuning is occuring during the period of synaptic overproduction, which is the childhood period. Therefore, our findings of a more random topological organization during late childhood may indicate a fine-tuning process that precedes the reorganization of structural brain networks during development.
A speculation, which arises from our main findings, is that there is a time window of greater plasticity (reorganization) during normal brain development that has several potential implications. Since fine-tuning occurring during this time period is influenced by environment, one can speculate the role of experience (e.g. social interactions, education strategies, etc.) on the consequent formation of cortical circuitry. Experience in childhood has shown to influence long-term developmental paths (Champagne 2010) . In one such study, young adults who attended a preschool project were shown to do better in several life indicators than their peers who did not attend the project (Schweinart et al. 2005) . The authors proposed that the early intervention improved neurological development, resulting to a higher degree of academic success. Our findings of a critical time window of plasticity during late childhood lend support to the need for early intervention (e.g. education programmes) which might have potential effects that extend not only to brain development but to intellectual values (Kuhn and Park 2005; Barnett 2011 ). The findings also emphasize a developmental phase of vulnerability during development that necessitates future investigations of neuropsychopathology to look at structural reorganization during this time period (Andersen 2003) .
Further, developmental changes at the regional level, as demonstrated in our findings, reveal distinct developmental trajectories of specific cortical divisions which might relate to the observed organizational changes that we found at the global level with respect to the evolving topological properties of structural neural networks observed between childhood and adolescence. More specifically, our findings of early maturation of primary sensorimotor and protracted maturation of higher order association connectivity are consistent with structural and functional brain imaging studies that reflect a fine-tuning of an immature to a more mature brain organization (Changeux and Danchin 1976; Casey et al. 1997; Brown et al. 2005; Durston et al. 2006) . Interestingly, our regional findings including changes with respect to distribution and location of connector hubs are in line with wellknown theories of typical cognitive development. Stages of considerable network re-configuration may relate to nonlinear enhancement of certain cognitive skills, as indicated by findings that highlight periods of stagnation or even regression prior to periods of further cognitive advancement (Carey et al. 1980; Anderson et al. 2001; Strenziok et al. 2011) . Future works examining associations between structural network properties and behavior are needed to further elucidate the behavioral correlates of our findings. This work represents the first examination of the topological properties of large-scale structural brain networks in children and adolescents. The results of our study provide new details, hitherto unknown, regarding maturational changes in structural brain networks, possibly pointing to a time window of plasticity that can accommodate the important changes during puberty.
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